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The company is the only Spanish technology provider of the most important
scienti c center in the world, CERN, based in Switzerland, where thousands of
researchers perform the most complex experiments in physics with the gigantic
particle accelerator.
TEKNOSERVICE is a Sevillian company with more than 25 years of experience in the ICT sector, leader in the manufacture of
computer equipment and in the development of new technologies, with a strong commitment to research, development and
innovation. Under its brand TTL Professional, it offers a wide range of latest generation products, which includes desktop
computers, professional notebooks, ultralight laptops, graphic workstations, servers, storage cabinets, light terminals, monitors,
even projectors or interactive boards.

The award is presented at the Night of Economy and Business, which is celebrated by the Chamber of Commerce of Seville at
Club Antares, with the presence of numerous institutional and business representatives at the local, provincial and regional
levels. The Chamber of Commerce has instituted this annual meeting as its great business event, with the aim of highlighting
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TEKNOSERVICE, founded in 1991 in Seville by Manuel Ibáñez Caballero, is a company with 100% Spanish capital and currently has
three production plants in the Polígono PIBO (Bollullos de la Mitación, Seville), with a capacity of more than 200,000 units. year.
Innovation, quality in the product and excellence in service are the keys that make TEKNOSERVICE a growing company.
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Creation of new products thanks to empower the R + D + i team

TEKNOSERVICE, in its strategy of creating new products and solutions, in recent years has strengthened the R + D + i
department, not only improving and expanding its TTL Professional range, but also in new products such as: A proprietary
operating system TTL OS, totally customizable tool that allows adapting to the needs of any user; a Virtualization System own
TTL VD, designed to provide the user with all the functionalities from any point without having to make any type of installation;
and an advanced video recording system 180 degrees, which already have numerous public administrations and private
companies. It is a high de nition videoconferencing system, ideal for municipal plenums and viewing rooms, as well as for
educational centers and cultural uses.

Quality standards as a top-level manufacturer

The quality standards of TEKNOSERVICE guarantee that 100% of its production goes through an individual testing process,
subjecting all the machineries to a maximum level of effort for 8 hours. TEKNOSERVICE has achieved homologation in the State
Heritage Catalog, the Ministry of Industry, the Basque Government, the Canary Islands Government, FREMAP, Andalusian
Government, Canal de Isabel II, Telefónica and Aena, among others, to provide solutions to the General Administration of the
State, to all the Autonomous Governments, to Provincial Councils, to more than 2,000 City Councils, to 25 universities, as well as
to large corporations and institutions such as the Efe Agency, the Mint and Stamp House, the National Library, among others.

In addition, TEKNOSERVICE has achieved the main certi cations in the sector, which recognize the brand as a top-level
manufacturer. Among the certi cations include: Microsoft Partner Gold, Intel Provider Platinum 2018 and ISO 90001, 14001,
27001 and 20000-1 certi cations.

Having as clients the institutions and companies that are strategic in the operation of the company, whether locally or globally,
is the best marketing and sales tool for a technology company that provides equipment, systems and customized solutions.
They know that they can not fail. They need to incorporate whoever guarantees them to sustain their reliability. In a context of
increasing acceleration when implementing new technologies in order to update processes and operations, there is no more
current and lasting marketing strategy in the ICT sector than being chosen and re-elected by clients in each new stage of the
era. digital.

Supplier of the most important scienti c center in the world
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Since its foundation, TEKNOSERVICE has experienced important milestones that mark its trajectory as a company in continuous
growth. One of the most important takes place in 2013, when TEKNOSERVICE manages to be a supplier of computer equipment
at the CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research), the largest scienti c center in the world, known above all for its
impressive particle accelerator, where they carry out experiments that have produced ndings such as the Higgs boson.
TEKNOSERVICE has CERN achievements such as: homologation of microcomputer, supercomputing projects of data centers
located in Switzerland and Hungary and projects of mass storage cabins in Budapest. Within this close collaboration with CERN,
TEKNOSERVICE is chosen to collaborate with CERN Openlab,

Corporate values of commitment to society

TEKNOSERVICE, in its commitment to society and culture, credits among its corporate values the will to build a more equitable
society. This is re ected in initiatives such as: the consolidation as "Friendly Company" of the Maestranza Theater, focusing its
link to strengthen the programming of the Baroque Orchestra of Seville; the sponsorship of the Alameda Theater for activities
focused on the youngest; support for the Iniciativa Sevilla Abierta Association; be a company committed to Aldeas Infantiles;
with the Obra Social La Caixa for child vaccination; with the Animal Protection Association 'Do not abandon me', among other
lines of corporate social responsibility.
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